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Elemental Knits is for women who aspire to be ever stylish, more comfortable, and less wasteful.
With knitwear designer Courtney Spainhower, you'll craft an appearance that truly reflects your
spirit with a collection of 20 knitting patterns designed to enhance your wardrobe year-
round. • Knit with intention, selecting patterns and fibers for their wearablity, versatility, and how
they enhance your existing wardrobe. • 20 patterns explore a range of knitting techniques with
features suited to each season--texture and cables for autumn, allover patterning for winter,
garter and lace for spring, and colorful accents for summer. • Revel in gorgeous details that
take these garments and accessories from functional to essential in a way that will have you
wearing them year after year.Enrich your hand-knit wardrobe with intentional projects that will act
as wardrobe staples for years to come with Elemental Knits.



Elemental Knits Atlanta Falcons

Coffeehouse Knits: Knitting Patterns and Essays with Robust Flavor Knitting for Radical Self-
Care: A Modern Guide Knit Fold Pleat Repeat: Simple Knits, Gorgeous Garments



scootermom, “Buy this book, you won’t be sorry.. I ordered Elemental Knits as soon as I saw a
photo of the shawl “Cloria” and started knitting it as soon as I received the book! Courtney’s
patterns are so well written, the designs are beautiful and understated. The color sketches are
inspiring, too. I recommend this book for all skill levels.”

Sandra, “Amazing Designs, Clear Instructions. Courtney has done a splendid and creative job
with this book! Her designs are amazing and fresh. Her other book, Family Friendly Knits, is
great, but this one is more detailed and the designs are brilliant. I love her designs and both of
her books belong on the shelf of any serious knitter. Bravo.”

HollyHRH, “Great photography and pattern descriptions.. I have never purchased a book on the
day it released but this one called to me. I have not yet read it all but I have looked at every
page. The photos and descriptions of each pattern are well done, I have yet to see one that
makes me question an element of the design. The patterns I have read through seem well
written. Now I just need to decide between the 20 beautiful patterns which one I will make first. I
will update once I knit one of the patterns.”

Anne Cloward, “Yummy Patterns. Along with the capsule wardrobe, the author shares patterns
that define a well rounded wardrobe in a few innovative patterns. I can hardly wait to make them
all up. I am sorry the author has given up writing, since this is a great collection.”

Meredith Ellis, “Beautiful. The knitwear in this book is beautiful. Simple and complex designs.
Subtle colors make this book appealing to browse over and over again, even after beginning 2
projects from its pages. Thank you for sharing your creativity.”

LS, “Projects Look Good. I definitely spotted two I would like to make. Good pictures and the
tone of the author was enjoyable.”

Luz Serna, “Beautiful book. Absolutely love this book! I'm still learning to knit sweaters and it was
so refreshing to see patterns that were easy to read.”

Auntie M, “what to knit first!. Stylish and really wearable patterns. A great collection”

Ebook Library Reader, “recieved in good time. Love this book and in excellent condition. Already
start on a project.  Easy to follow.”

Joseepratte, “Kniting. Very Nice”



The book by Courtney Spainhower has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 111 people have provided
feedback.
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